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Laughing together, experiencing unforgettable moments,
singing and having fun around the campfire, being immersed
in adventurous outdoor games, hiking and spending the night under the starry skies, pitching tents and
cooking over the fire, drawing treasure maps, dressing up,
putting heads together and coming up with ideas, shouldering responsibility and succeeding together, celebrating
special moments, finding friends for life – Jungwacht
Blauring offers all this and much more.

Jubla is all about recreational
fun and the “school of life”
Jungwacht Blauring (Jubla) is a children’s and youth organisation with
around 400 local groups. It is open
to everyone irrespective of ability,
background or religion. Jubla stands
for acceptance, respect and solidarity. At Jungwacht Blauring, children
and young people spend varied and
age-appropriate recreational time to-

gether. Youths and young adults lead
regular Jubla activities on a voluntary
basis. These receive training and skills
development at leadership courses
and are supported by experienced
accompanying persons.

Jubla creates valuable and
meaningful recreational activities

What sets Jubla apart
10,000 young leaders for valuable and meaningful recreational activities
Behind the Jungwacht Blauring offer
are around 10,000 youth and young
adults. These offer high-quality and
meaningful recreational activities for
over 22,000 children across Switzerland.
The commitment of the young group
leaders is on a voluntary basis and is
carried out in their free time.

Support from accompanying
persons
In their leadership roles, the Jubla
leaders receive support from various
accompanying persons within the
Jubla network.

Qualitative training and skills
development services
Training and skills development takes
high priority at Jungwacht Blauring.
This serves to strengthen the committed young people in their work with
children and helps them to master the
everyday challenges at Jubla. The
courses help participants acquire the
technical, social and leadership skills
that are needed to carry out diverse
and safe activities as leaders. The
cooperation with Jugend+Sport and
other partners safeguards a qualitative range of offers and services, all of
which are tailored to the needs of the
leaders.

The world of Jubla
Group activities

Camp

In Jubla, children of the same age
meet regularly for group activities.
Alongside numerous others, this could
be making a hut at the edge of the
forest, painting a giant chalk mandala,
picking meadow herbs for a magic
potion, cycling to a nearby stream,
sledding down the village hill in deep
snow or throwing a pyjama party on
a summer›s night. The group activities
are organised and carried out by the
leaders, with the children playing an
active role in giving them shape. This
ensures that there is a broad range of
recreational activities that take the
interests of the children into account
and guarantee unforgettable experiences together with friends.

The camp is one of the highlights of
the year for almost every local group.
Here, the children spend one to two
weeks at a tent or hut camp, usually
in the summer but at some groups
also in autumn, winter or spring. During this time, it’s all about diving into
every facet of the Jubla world and
experiencing countless adventures
with friends, far away from everyday
life – entirely in keeping with the Jubla
motto!

Events
In addition to the group activities,
there are other occasions and events
where children can spend time with
all of the members of the organisation.
In this way, young and old are able to
take part in a wide range of activities
together. A scavenger hunt across
the village, a cinema evening in the
youth room, summer games in the
school playground, a lantern march
through the snow or smoked sausages
and bread twists grilled over a forest
campfire. Three to four times a year,
Jubla offers fun times together, new
challenges to try out and the chance
to achieve great things!

At a Jubla camp, children and young
people experience
→ a wide variety of active games in
the open air,
→ hikes in nature and other sporting
activities,
→ cosy and tranquil get-togethers and
singing around the campfire,
→ delicious and balanced camp food,
→ peaceful and special moments,
→ creative crafts and woodwork,
→ diverse group games,
→ and much more!

